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CALIFO RNIA SPECIAL ELEC TIO N

‘N o’ gains ground in SLO County
B rittany Ridley

government programs. This is the legislatures
work by in large, and if they’re not doing it. Let’s
M USTANC DAIIY
fire them and hire someone else.”
Proposition 76 was losing as of
p.in. on
Kayla Plourde, president of San Luis Obispo
Tuesday in San Luis Obispo County, with about C^ounty’s Parent Teacher Association (PTA) was
57 percent voting “no” on the measure.
against the proposition and said she was pleased
If passed. Proposition 76 would restrict the to see that Californians decided not to increase
state-spending limit and would grant the gover the powers of the governor and that stable fund
nor permission to reduce educational budgets.
ing for schools is still fundamental.
“ My mantra this time around was ‘Just say
Proposition 73, which would allow minors
no,’” San Luis Obispo Cuty C'ouncil member, the right to have an aboration without parental
Christine Mulholland said. “This is a misuse of consent, was voted down as of 9 p.m.Tuesday by
the initiative system. We have major structural San Luis Obispo C'ounty.
changes that need to be made in a variety of our
“Proposition 73 is a personal and privacy
issue and it is nobody’s business to be
telling people what they can and can’t do
with their body,” Mulholland said. “That
just kind of falls down the lines of people
who believe in a woman’s right to choose
and those who are against abortion.”
Proposition 74 was passing m San Luis
Obispo (bounty with just over 50 percent
voting “yes” for the measure as of 9 p.m.
Tuesday. If passed, the measure will
increase a teacher’s probationary period
from two tt) five years.
Proposition 75 was also passing with
about 52 percent approval.
I he remaining propositions, 77 to 80,
were all voted against as of 9 p.m. by
county ballots.
“The voters of (^iliforma are s.iying to
the governor, ‘Work with state legislature
and have less public policy made by means
of initiative measures,”’ said Allen Settle, a
C'al Poly political science professor, city
council member and former mayor. “The
governor is now going to face a stronger
opposition in the legislature and democ
rats over matters of spending, taxation and
working with the Democratic party.”
BRENNAN ANGEL Ml'SlAN«. DAllY

Krissy Holmes, a kinesiology sophomore, voted on
Tuesday’s special election in the University Union.

Manecar Mendoza and Joe Sargent contrihuted to this report.

International symposium discusses
building disaster-resistant com m unities
Lx>uise D olb y
MUSTANCi DAILY

In response to many natural disasters that have
plagued the globe in recent years, C'al Poly’s city
and regional planning department organized an
international symposium to discuss ways to
build disaster-resistant communities and to edu
cate people on how to provide assistance for vic
tims of these disasters.
Profevsors, planners and engineers from Japan
to Venezuela gathered on^campus Nov. 3 to 5 to
raise awareness and to brainstorm ways to
rebuild societies after disasters such as
Hurricanes Katrina and Rita in the Gulf Coast,
the tsunami in Southeast Asia and the earth
quake in Pakistan.

“The number of disasters all around the
world is increasing,” said William Siembieda,
department head of city and regional planning.
“It’s an urban myth that disasters are going to go
away, that it’s not going to happen to you. And
we want to make sure people have a much bet
ter notion of how to build disaster-resistant
communities. Disa.sters arc something people
should be worried about and we should address
how to do something about them.”
In what Siembieda called the “most impor
tant and largest symposium on this topic in the
country,” Cal Poly students and professors, as
well as local and international architects, engi
neers and planners discussed what was learned
see Symposium, page 2
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Ballot centerpiece Ëiiling
M ichael R. B lood

AsvM lAifD mrsN
LOS ANGELES — (iov. Arnold’s
Schwarzenegger’s plan to slow state
spending — the centerpiece of his “year
of reform” ballot pixiposals — was trail
ing in early returns Tuesday in an elec
tion that could deal him an embarrassing
setback or burnish his faded popularity.
Early returns suggested that voters
were sending a mixed messiige on the
governor’s four propositions.
With 22.7 percent of precincts report
ing, the governor’s spending proposal —
imposition 76 — was trailing 57-43
percent; his initiative to redraw state leg
islative districts also was trailing. His pmposal to curb political spending by
unions was leading, but an initiative to
make it harder for public school teachers
to get tenure was deadlocked.
The special election pitted the
Republican
actor-turned-governor
against two of California’s dominant
political forces — public employee
unions and Democrats who contml the
Legislature.
In an appeal on the eve of the elec
tion, likely to be among the most expen
sive in state history, Schwarzenegger
urged voters to “give me tools to reform
the system.”
The contest represented the biggest

test yet of a faltering Schwarzenegger’s
leadership — the outcome will give him
momentum ttiwanl re-election next year
or cloud his ability to win a second term.
In the campaign’s closing days, polls
found none of the governor’s proposals
had majority support among likely vot
ers. In all, voters weighed eight ballot ini
tiatives, half of which Schwarzenegger
embraced as part of his “year of reform.’’
The secretary of state has pmjected
that 42 percent of the state’s 15.8 million
registered voters would cast ballots. That
would be less than the 61 percent
turnout for the 2(H)3 recall but greater
than turnout for special elections in 1993
and 1979.
Schwarzenegger’s pmposals to curb
spending and weaken unions have
inflamed passions on both sides, partly
because of the election’s mughly $.50
million cost in a state that repeatedly
faces budget shortfalls. Underscoring the
stakes, celebrities including Warren
Beatty and Rob Reiner provided
Hollywood counterweight to the gover
nor’s Terminator image.
Though some of the measures were
complex, Schwarzenegger cast the elec
tion in simple terms: Support him and
the state moves forward — vote no and
protect a broken status quo.
see Election, page 2
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Symposium
continued fy otn page 2

from recent disasters and how to
reduce the risks posed by cata
strophic events in the future.
“This conference is about taking
natural disasters into consideration
when planning for development or
construction that students don’t get
trom a normal curriculum,” city
and regional planning senior Mike
Marcus said. “Especially given the
number of hurricanes, floods, land
slides and global warming, you
have to take the natural habitat into
account so we don’t perpetuate the
problem.”
More than S(),()()(> people died
m the earthquake in Pakistan last
month, over 120,()0() people died
in the tsunami m Southeast Asia last
December, about 1,()()() people
died from Hurricane Katrina in
September, which also caused over
$30 billion in property damages to
the Gulf Coast.
Coordinators began organizing
the symposium last June, following
the success of a previous sympo
sium two years ago. After
Hurricane Katrina, the focus of the
symposium changed from just
international to domestic.
“Ansund the world, there is a
much higher death rate than in the
United States, but here we lose
more property,” Siembieda said.
“We need to apply what we learn
from people amund the world to
help rebuild the Ciulf Coast and the
symposium (was) a great opportu
nity for Cal Poly students to get
involved.”
^
In addition to planning for cata
strophic events, speakers and guest
lecturers discussed threats and vul
nerabilities at risk, new design ideas
for growing communities, strate
gies for land use control of urban
ization and how to identify other
potential hazards.
“This IS an effort to increase
education for undergraduates,
graduates and people in the com
munity to deal with public safety in
reducing natural hazards as com

munities grow, symposium coor
dinator Ken Topping said. “We
need to build in safety before disas
ters occur, and this is easier to do
when the community (like San
Luis C^bispti) is growing so you can
catch the problems and rebuild.”
Sponsored by the C'ollege of
Architecture and Environmental
Design, the goal of the symposium
was to “create an international
foundation of knowledge” to
enhance sustainability and to facili
tate recovery for countries all over
the world coping with natural dis
asters.
“It’s interesting to learn about
what’s going on, especially in San
Luis Obispo because C'alifornia is
susceptible to earthquakes and
floods and these are things we are
going to deal with in the near
future,” city and regional planning
junior Eric Ward said. “California
has a history of earthquakes, and
we need to prepare people for the
worst.”
Claire Clark, seismic coordinator
for the city of San Luis Obispo,
cited the 2(K)3 San Simeon earth
quake that killed two people in
Paso Robles as motivation to retro
fit and reinforce buildings along the
Central Coast. Another earthquake
of 8.0 magnitude or higher is
anticipated to hit along the San
Andreas Fault in the near future.
“Very simple retrofitting can
prevent a building from falling
down and people from getting
killed,” said Rakesh Cioel, a profes
sor of civil and environmental
engineering. “We are Cal Poly —
we teach the planners and engi
neers, so we need to deliver a cur
riculum on disaster risk reduction.”
In addition to natural disasters,
countries are also preparing for
other catastrophes, like the terrorist
attacks on the World Trade Center
in New York. Siembieda said com
munities should have a disaster plan
in place to offset disaster and be
prepared to protect property.
“It’s going to have to come from
more than just the planners,” said
Frank Wein of URS Corporation.

FMA hosts CFO for
Apple Computer, Inc.
Brittany Ridley
MUSTANCi DAILY

The
Cal
Poly
Financial
Management Association (FMA)
hosted the Chief Financial Officer
(CFO) of Apple ('omputer, Inc., Peter
Opphenheimer, at a presentation
Thursday, Nov. 3.
Opphenheimer, a C"al Poly gradu
ate, discussed his position in the cor
poration,
along
with
Apple
C'omputer’s financial success in the
last few years.
The FMA club meets every
Thursday, often hosting speakers such
as Opphenheimer to discuss their
career paths along with accepting
resumes and conducting interviews.
“We bring in speakers on a weekly
basis and try to offer a lot of intern
ships and provide a venue for students
to network with other students and
other faculty,” FMA president. Will
Peets said.
Six additional Apple Computer
employees
accompanied
Opphenheimer to collect resumes
and provide follow-up interviews on

Election
continued from page I

His conflict with the unions made
him a target for teachers, nurses and
firefighters who hounded his public
appearances for months and helped
push his popularity ratings to record
lows.
Schwarzenegger’s Tuesday got off
to an inauspicious start: When he
arrived at a polling place near his
Brentwood mansion, poll workers
said he had already voted.
He hadn’t.
A quick call to the Los Angeles
County Registar-Recorder Office
turned up the problem — an unex
plained mix-up involving an early

Friday Peets said.
“We put a lot of time
and effort into promoting
this and the fact that we
had standing room only, 1
am sure it was a great suc
cess and something people
were interested in,” Peets
said.“l think people took a
lot away from it.”
The FMA will host Citi
Ciroup from Citi Bank this
Thursday to discuss invest
ment banking Peets said.
“In addition to profes
sional speakers we had jean
Johnson come in and do a
SHEILA SOBCHIK MUSTANC DAILY
seminar on how to do your Apple CFO Steve Opphenheimer stands in
resume, how you want to front o f a slide with a photo o f the Apple
format it and interview store in London.
skills,” Peets said.
Opphenheimer briefly
tors so they can learn to operate in
answered questions for individual stu the corporate world,” Opphenheimer
dents after the presentation, advising said. “I think that’s real critical.”
students to pick the first company
FMA meetings are open to all stu
they work for carefully.
dents and held weekly on Thursdays
“They (students) want to go to a at 11 a.m. in the business building and
company that has strong values and open to all students. For more infor
cultures so they can find gotxl men- mation go to www.fina.calpoly.edu.
voting test. After voting — for real
— Schwarzenegger flashed a
thumbs-up sign but didn’t speak
with reporters.
The governor called the election
in June to promote three initiatives:
Proposition 76 aimed to cap state
spending; Proposition 74 would
lengthen teachers’ probationary
period from two years to five and

make it easier to fire veteran teach
ers; and Proposition 77 would trans
fer the power to draw legislative
boundaries from lawmakers to three
retired judges.
Schwarzenegger later embraced
Proposition 75, which would make
it harder for public employee unions
to raise money for political purpos
es.
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TH E FACE OF CAL POLY

Name: Chris Malejan
Year: junior
Hometown: Torrance
Major: engineering

Favorites

IfYou Could ...

Musician/Artist: Jack Johnson
Blondes or brunettes: Blondes
Lunchpail or paper bag: l.unchpail
Cheese: Monterey Jack
Book — “Goosebumps,” “Nancy
Drew” or “The Hardy Boys”:
“Goosebumps”
Pizza-place in town: Fatce’s
because you get two pizzas for $10.
The chicken alfredo is amazing.
Thanksgiving food: Mashed
potatoes

— go anywhere in the world where
would you go and why?
The South Pole to go play with the
penguins.

Would you rather ...
— cheer for the Dodgers or the
Angles?
The Dodgers
— burn out or fade away?
Burn out

Briefs
VENTURA
(AP)
—
Homeless people are being
arrested for crimes that don’t
exist as part o f the city’s effort to
get tKem off the streets, the
county public defender’s office
said in motions seeking dismissal
of the cases.
At least nine homeless people
were jailed at least two nights for
alleged illegal camping or stor
ing belongings in public, viola
tions that should have resulted in
tickets and fines rather than
arrest and jail. Deputy Public
Defender Jay Leiderman said.
Leiderman filed a motion last
week to dismiss all the cases.

W ASHINGTON (AP) —
Thrown on the defeasive by prisoner abuse scandals in Iraq and
Guantanamo Bay, the Pentagon has
issued a broad new directive mandating that detainees be treated
humanely and has banned the use erf'
dogs to intimidate or harass suspects.
The directive, provided by the
l>;fense Department, pulls together
for the first time all of its existing
polities and memos covering the
interrogation of detainees taken in
the war agamst terrorism. It comes
as Congress is considering a ban on
the inhumane treamient of U.S.
prisoners and Democrats have
launched a long-shot effort to create
a commis.sion to investigate abase.

PARIS (AP) — President
Jacques Chirac declared a state of
emergency Tuesday, paving the
way for curfews to be imposed
on riot-hit cities and towns in an
extraordinary measure to halt
France’s worst civil unrest in
decades after 12 nights of violence.
Police said overnight unrest
Monday-Tuesday, was still widespread and destructive but not as
violent as previous nights.
“The intensity of this violence
is on the way down,” National
Police Chief Michel Gaudin said.
citing fewer attacks on public
buildings and fewer direct clashes
between youths and police.

Defense attorney in Saddam’s trial slain,
another lawyer wounded in shooting
Bassem Mroue
ASS(H lATEl) I'khSS

BAGHDAD, Iraq — Gunmen in
a speeding car killed a defense
lawyer in the Saddam Hussein trial
and wounded another Tuesday, rais
ing doubts about whether the pros
ecution of the ousted leader can
proceed amid the insurgency and
domestic turmoil.
The assassination of Adel alZubeidi, who was representing for
mer Vice President Taha Yassin
Ramadan, in a predominantly
Sunni Arab neighborhood in
Baghdad was the second attack tar
geting the defense team since the
trial began less than a month ago.
Laith Kubba, a spokesman for
Prime Minister Ibrahim al-Jaafari,
condemned the attack and said
Saddam's followers could be behind
the killings to sabotage the case.
Saddam’s main lawyer, Khalil alDulaimi, blamed the Shiite-domi
nated government for the attack,
telling Al-Jazeera TV the shooting
was carried out by “an armed group
using government vehicles.’’
“The aim of these organized
attacks is to scare Arab and foreign
lawyers,” al-DuIaimi said. “We call
upon the international community,
especially the secretary-general of
the United Nations, to send an
investigative committee because the
situation is unbearable.”
Al-Dulaimi urged the trial be
moved to a neutral country and
he said defense lawyers do not

recognize the session’s next date,
Nov. 28.
Al-1 )ulaimi’s call was echoed by
Richard (ioldstone, the first prose
cutor at the International Criminal
Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia,
who suggested the trial be moved
to another Arab country “where
there is security.”
“1 don’t understand how you
can have a fair trial in this atmos
phere of insecurity, with bombs
going off,” Goldstone told The
Associated Press by telephone.
On Oct. 20, Saadoun al-Janabi,
the lawyer for co-defendant Awad
al-Bandar, was abducted from his
office by 10 masked gunmen, a day
after the trial’s first session. AlJanabi’s body was found nearby
hours later, shot twice in the head.
Kubba said the defense lawyers
had been asked to move into the
heavily guarded Green Zone area
in Baghdad for their own protec
tion even before al-Janabi’s killing
and again afterward, but they
refused.
“We see that those who benefit
are the people who want to block
the work of the court and don’t
want it to convene” on schedule,
Kubba said. “We know that
Saddam and his followers are
ready to do anything when it
comes in their interest and to
block the work of the court.”
He promised the government
“will do all it can to protect the
people.”
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The end is freakin’ nig^
hen the Apocalypse
comes, Asians will be
the last ones standing.
Us and the cockroaches, we’ll bur
row underneath the seismic madness
and find sustenance in civilization’s
bones, occasionally pausing to cook
rice and drive poorly.
See, when
it comes
to
Armageddon, or at least the
Hollywood kind, nothing can
touch the Far East. No matter how
big Jerry Hruckheimer’s budget,
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end-of-days destruction never visits
the region. Think about it — in
those inevitable montages of crum
bling international landmarks and
screaming unattractive civilians, the
(ireat Wall of China is never shown.
In every movie of concentrated
mayhem, the Pyramids will shatter
and the Statue of l iberty will
drown. Egg rolls, however, will
enjoy record popularity.
“That’s because no one cares
about ('hina’’ said a friend, who
probably wants to remain anony
mous right about now.
To test this long-standing theory, I
grabbed some pizza and settled in
Sunday night for “C'ategory 7: The
End of the World,” a fist-eating CdiS
miniseries more terrifying than any
horsemen. As my cinematic partnerin-crime Jeff attested, the headline
couldn’t have been more self-explana
tory '— and as time revealed, the plot
couldn’t have been more derivative. In
this alternate primetime universe, not
only did Asia remain unscathed, but
the Eiffel Tower bent like rubber into
a hurricane and (íeorge Washington’s
stone face tumbled stoically across
South Dakota.
Anyway, I’m fuzzy on the details,
but somewhere in the asphyxiating
cast of clichéd characters, everyone
realized that storms (super cells)
were gonna shred the earth and then
joined forces: the Ambitious Young
Keporter, the C'orrupt Televangelist,
the Lone Scientist Who Knows the
Truth and the Idealistic Government
Oiitcast/Single Mother He Still
Secretly Loves, the Smarmy Rich
Kid, the Crackpot Team of Rebel
Cieniuses and Shannon Doherty.The
two-hour episode was a tsunami of
vaguely scientific gibber and unsatis
fying explosions, yet in that time it

managed to steal whole scenes from
“Armageddon,” “The Core,” “The
Day After Tomormw” and “Deep
Impact” — and recycle Randy
Quaid from his familiar instability of
“ Independence Day.” But to its
credit, “Category 7’’ did have flying
clown heads, a magical phone pole
and an unnecessarily epic scene
involving frogs.
The plague thing was just icing
on the imploding cake, but it
brought up a dormant idea: Why are
we obsessed with apocalypse cul
ture? I happen to love it; one of my
favorite hooks is “On the Beach,” a
C'old War novel by Nevil Sluite that
follows the final victims of nuclear
annihilation. Whenever I read its
delicate passages on radiation and
suicide, I become mistily grateful for
my own life, and vow to make it one
of love and empathy. My desire for
extreme escapism logically extends
to the theater, too, where 1 get the
added bonus of many things blowing
up. I’ve always assumed this was nor
mal, and at most a hint of internal
pyromania. But now I’m worried.
See, Jeff isn’t interested by end-ofthe-world scenarios; he maintains a
polite apathy, at best. This is notable
because he is at ease with his religious
beliefs and has a calm accepunce with
the Cireat Unknown. I maintain the
exact opposite affection for stupid
chaos and also a much shakier spiritu
al footing; I’ve been trying for awhile,
and 1 can't cement a belief in any ( khI
besides John Lennon. This, in a way,
makes perfect sense, because sensa
tional end-is-nigh drama elevates my
fears and triggers hope and goodwill.
Sort of like religion.
“Category 7” didn’t make me
shriek for holy judgment; we’ll save
that for Michael Stipe, and the wild
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eyed sensationalist bastards who pick
et the U.U The small-screen panic
orgy sucked on all cylinders, to the
extent that it transcended into mod
erately illuminating — but not in my
usual sappy way. Instead, it highlight
ed the shared belief of all these disas
ter flicks, the idea that a higher power
has control over our fates and we can
only scream and stampede like cattle.
See, why is the doomsday always
placed on freakish weather, or aster
oids or aliens? Why not us and our
ecological raping, or the military’s
escalating love affair with nuclear
arms? No one wants to be blamed in
their entertainment, so the movies
provide an escapism not only from
life, but from our own nonfiction
assistance in our doom. In that way,
their moral-lite pandering really
matches the idea of spirituality, and
that isn’t doing us any favors; there’s
worse stuff than meteors, in our
motor oil and Tom O uise won’t
save us because he’s already on the
wrong planet.
I’m still trying to wring dogma
from these bad movies, when their
only relevance is shared ignorance of
real threat. But if creation is sup
posed to mirror reality, then these
flicks are absolutely genius and we’re
eating them up. Hey, I’m just amused
my invincible Asians theory was sup
ported and a little preaching sur
faced alongside it. But sadly, I won’t
he surfing over for episode two of
“C^ategory 7:The End of the World.’’
Maybe I’m losing my religion.
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Emily Logan
MUSTANCi DAILY

Cal Poly s theater and dance department will
present the Pulitzer Prize-winning play,“Proof,”
running Thursdays through Saturdays, Nov. 10
through Nov. 19 at h p.ni. in the SpanosTheatre.
These performances will mark the regional
stage premiere of the play. Director Pamela
Malkin said “Proof” is one of the most
acclaimed plays of the past decade.
“Most ‘great plays’ have multiple mean
ings, messages and themes,” she said.“Proof is
no exception. It is an intriguing psychologi
cal mystery as well as a compelling
family drama.”
The popularity of the play w'as demonstrat
ed by the recent filming of a Hollywood ver
sion, which Malkin said is very dilferent from
the stage version.The story follows four intel
ligent characters who are “passionately inter
ested in ‘the life of the mind,’” Malkin said.
Three of the four characters are mathemati
cians who are steadfast with their research, hut
also struggling to find an emotional balance in
their lives. The mam character, C'athenne, is a
mathematician who makes many sacrifices to
care for her brilliant but disturbed father.
Kristin “Dickie” C'.opeland, a theatre arts
and communication studies senior, plays the
mle of Catherine and said she enjoys the char
acters’ complexities.
“1 love playing a girl who’s kind of out of
contml,” she said. “She’s really on the brink
and she’s not very steady, but she still has a lot
of strength. She’s wondering if she’s a genius
and she’s also wondering if she’s going to go
crazy like her dad did.”
('atherme’s older sister, Cdaire, is played by

I

c o i R iiS Y m o r o

‘Proof,’ the Pulitzer Prize-winning play, premieres Thursday at the Spanos Theatre.
Janell Jones, a theatre arts senior. K j. Pomeroy
plays Hal, a former student of ('atherine’s
father, Robert, who is played by guest artist
Hill McLaughlin. McLaughlin is a distin
guished actor and director who Malkin
thought would fit perfectly into the role.
“1 am extremely grateful that he accepted
my offer to play this part,” she said. “He has
brought an emotional range and depth that
has been most impressive.”
Pomeroy said, like C'opeland, he also loves
the character he’s playing, which is one of the
best things he gets out of acting in “Proof.”

“1 love Hal.” he said. “He is a modern nerd
who has true opinions, fears and deep emo
tions. 1 en joy the importance of my role in the
play and intricacies of Hal’s personality.”
C^ipeland, Jones and Pomeroy are all close
friends outside of rehearsals, so they all said it
makes the chemistry between the characters
more natural.
“We came into the play with all three of us
having great chemistry.” Jones said.
C'opeland said rehearsals also seem to run
m ore snuHithly than a larger or m ore unac
quainted cast.

“It’s a lot easier to connect because we
knew each other so well,” she said. “If there’s
only three other people you need to focus on,
it goes so much quicker.”
Malkin said directing a small cast is a luxu
ry for her because she can offer more individ
ual attention to the actors, but she still works
them just as hard as a larger cast.
“Student actors have to be quite committed
to this process,” she said.“ I rehearse at least 25
hours a week, and for students, this is over and
above other courses and work loads.”
Jones said she has many other responsibili
ties. including working, doing her senior pro
ject, and trying to graduate this quarter, but
she manages just fine.
“I think it makes it a little bit easier that
both my roommate and my boyfriend are in
the show,” she said.“ I don’t feel like I miss out
on many social things because they’re both
there with me.”
Pomeroy said he’s busy but he still enjoys
acting and performing.
“All of my responsibilities am activities I enjoy
so the load hasn’t been t ( H ) difficult.” he said.
Malkin said the student actors have done a
great job with the sophisticated roles.
“Even though they are playing people
within their own age range, the psychologies
of their roles differ dramatically, of course,
from
their
own
personalities,” she
said. “Kristin, Janell and K.J. have been quite
successful creating distinct, natural and believ
able characters with a wide range of emotions
and unique physical mannerisms.”
Tickets for “Proof” are SI2 for the public,
$10 for students and seniors and $S for groups
of 10 or more. Order tickets by phone at
SLO-ARTS (750-27H7).

Under Four ...o r ‘walkofshame f
THE AVERAGE CAL POLY STUDENT DRINKS UNDER FOUR DRINKS IN ONE SITTING
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Ending bus stop blues LETTERS
ith parking being a nightmare for anybody arriving on cam
pus m the busy hours of the morning, students have recently
been seeking alternative methods of getting to school. One
of the most popular has been riding the bus, which is great for the parking
situation, except that many students
tee that the service could be
improved.
P O L Y PO IN T1 drove by the bus stop this morn
ing to see the bus pulling away from
the curb while a group of students
stood in disbelief watching their
ride to school pull away. I could feel
their frustration because even
though they woke up on time, they
would be late to class because there
wasn’t enough room on the bus.
Earlier this year 1 received an email from a concerned student who
A S» P R IE S IO ttN T «
T y lo h M io o l e q t a d t
had been left behind by the “last bus
home” in the evening. He wanted
answers about why the bus system wasn’t meeting the needs of Cal Holy stu
dents.
Well I have some good news. There just maybe a solution on the hori
zon.
Today from 2:30 to 4:30 p.m. the San Luis Obispo Mass Transit
Committee (MTC) will meet to consider a proposal to improve service
between C’al Poly and downtown. If you’ve got a story to tell about why
we need better bus service, this is the place to be!
WHO:
San Luis Obispo Mass Transit Committee
WHAT:
Considering improving bus service between Cal Foly and
downtown
WHEN:
2:30 to 4:30 p.m.
WHERE:
Hall (Palm/Osos) in room 9 (Community Development
Conference Room)
WHY:
Show your support for better bus service and let our
community leadership know how important this service
is to thousands of students!
One of our faculty members, Gregg Doyle from the city regional plan
ning department is working hard on the SLO MTC to optimize the tran
sit service within the existing resources.
He’s proposing a plan that would increase overall ridership while decreas
ing the amount of time between busses heading to campus, and other loca
tions, specifically on the Mill/Grand corridor. There’s a slight trade-off that
would add a small amount of time between some busses traveling from cam
pus to downtown, but overall it’s a good deal for students because it means
that an increased number of busses will be going to campus more frequent
ly and it won’t cost any additional money to the city.
Here are some quick facts about SLO Transit ridership as it relates to Cal
Poly students.
• Cal Poly ridership increased 82 percent from 2(M)4 - 2005 for the
month of January
• Cal Poly ridership increased 19 percent annually from March 2004 April 2(Mi5
• Cal Poly averaged 61.5 riders per hour during the day in Jan. 2005
• C.al Poly averaged 35.3 riders per hour during the evening in Jan. 2005
• Cal Poly students accounted for 93 percent of the evening riders for
route 6 in Jan. 2(K)5
Cal Poly students are SLO Transit’s
main customer base and we need
more convenient service. What the
SLO MTC will consider today is not
a fix-all solution, but it’s a step in the
right direction and it will fix what we
can with what we have!
As your student body president
and full-time advocate on campus, in
the community and across the state, I
want to know what’s on your mind,
what you need and how I can help!
Contact me at: 805-756-5828 or
asipresident@calpoly.edu
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TO THE EDITOR

W ill e n g in e e r s ever get
gam e?
So after all is said and done
concerning Jessica’s letter, does
this mean that engineers will still
not be meeting women?
Zachary Jirkovsky
Mechanical engineering senior

W alrus c o m p a r iso n is
unjust
1 am appalled and flabbergasted
that the Daily ran James Cilen’s
cartoon that compared girls who
wear huge sunglasses to walruses.
The walrus is a gentle and
majestic creature that has many
valuable uses (tuSks anyone?)
Everyone knows that girls who
wear those huge sunglasses are
more aptly compared to the
titanic elephant seal, in that they
both have huge unwieldy objects
flapping around in front of their
face that obstructs their vision.
All joking aside, you can’t
blame the wearers of those huge
glasses for what they do. Their
only recourse m life is to display
something so exponentially ugly
that people become distratced
and stop paying attention to what
the person actually looks like.
Now, you may be silently ask
ing me if 1 fear the retaliation
from this crowd of people who
seems to think that this huge
sunglasses style is hip and trendy.
To you 1 say no.
Bug eyes are compound,
meaning they are good for
detecting movement, but
absolutely useless for looking at
stationary things, like printed
newstype.
I urge you all to condemn the
Mustang Daily for their social
ignorance, and donate several dol
lars of your income to help the
beloved walrus conservation
effort.
Justin Fassino
Journalism junior
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S tu p id p e o p le w ill sto p
the terrorists
Erik Dawley, how can you be so
ignorant? Your argument that
aliens abducting stupid people
keeps our nation strong against
terrorists is horrible. What we as a
nation need to do is make our stu
pid people the most visible to the
terrorists.
If the terrorists see only stupid
people, they will laugh at us. If
they laugh at us, they will not
attack us. Have you ever thought
something was funny, and then
destroyed it out of anger? 1 think
not.
We should portray ourselves as a
stupid country. Then everyone
will think we are mostly harmless.
This will be our time to strike.
Once no one is paying attention,
we can invade every country and
rule the world!
Paul Foster
Mechanical engineering sophomore

S to p th e y e llin g and try
p ea ce for a ch a n g e
1 find it interesting to see how
people react to confrontation. On
Monday in the UU, several indi
viduals decided to voice their
strong religious morals to every
one who walked by. From a per
sonal point of view, not everything
said was true. Although they were
within their First Amendment

editor in ch ief I )an Witson
m an ag in g editor Kristen Oato
news editor C'aitlin Donnell
assistant news editor Erick Smith
sports editor Frank Stranzl
assistant sports editor Chris Gunn
arts& entertainm ent Mariecar Mendoza
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Tom Sanders, Brennan Angel, P.uil Meissner,
Michael Mullady
design editor Louise Dolby
assistant design editor Jessica Greenwalt
copy editors Justin Fivella, Emily Rancer
online editor Ryan C'hartrand

rights, yelling and screaming at
others to change is not most effec
tive method to convince anyone.
It made me think back to 2001.
At a neighboring high school, a
student killed two other students
and wounded 13 others in a
shooting spree. A few weeks later,
several people came to picket that
particular high school.
They yelled and screamed at
students, parents and teachers.
They tried as hard as they could to
irritate anyone to the point that
someone would respond violently,
and then they could sue them for
assault.
That was their job — to mock a
sensitive and personal issue for
personal gain.
They traveled
around the country to sensitive
areas frequently as to perform
these protests and earn their wage.
Luckily, no one reacted four
years ago in Southern California,
and I hope no one responded vio
lently on Monday. I don’t know if
those who shouted in the UU had
the same purpose, but I just have
to wonder why they would take
the time and effort to yell at oth
ers.
I know of so many more effi
cient ways to help another change,
like friendship, patience and kind
ness.
William Stevenson
Aerospace engineering sophomore
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Golf

Frankly

continued from page 8

continued from page 8

Winji who shot a one-under-par 72
on the first day followed by a oneover-par 74 on the second day. The
even score put her in second place
overall, the highest finish by a Cal
Poly golfer this season.
lirabh was the second leading
scorer on the team shooting 7‘J-74153, finishing the tournament at
seven-over-par. Orabb, who is aver
aging HO.l strokes a round, finished
tied for 11th. It was her second top
20 finish of the season.
Sophomore Jessica Fortin fin
ished tied for 35th with scores of
79-83-162. Freshmens Elsie Walker
and Kelly McEachern totaled scores
of 86-78-164 and 82-83-165,
respectively.
Cal Poly s B team finished in 13th
place, led by junior Jessica F4uss with
a 77-92-169 total for a 51st place
finish.

OK, so maybe I’m being a bit
hard on the team. The season was
doomed from the beginning.
From the academic ineligibility
woes of Kameron Ciray, who
would’ve been the Mustangs’ top
returnee, to the lack of a low post
threat, the team didn’t stand much
of a chance from day one.
On the bright side, there is only
one direction to go once you’ve
reached the bottom. That’s right,
the team has to improve.
The Mustangs have just one
returning starter from last year’s
squad, Dawin Whiten.
For those of you thinking, “Well,
they lost four starters from a team
that only won five games, aren’t
they going to be worse this sea
son?’’There’s no chance this year’s
team can be as bad as last year’s.
If anything, losing four players.

starters or not, is a positive. It’s a
blessing in disguise that this team
can start the year with a clean
slate.
1 realize there’s only so much a
5-22 team can improve from one
season to the next (unless you’re
Cal Poly’s volleyball team), but this
year, by default, has to be better,
right?
You can’t determine this
team’s success based on its exhi
bition games (My high school
team could’ve played with
Maritime Academy). But new
comers (iabe Stephenson,Titus
Shelton, Derek Stockalper,
Clayton Osborn and Coby “The
Levitator” Leavitt will put this
program back on track.
Though this year’s team proba
bly won’t quench my thirst for
top-notch college basketball, the
team might be worth watching
and could possibly surprise a few
opponents.

8 fa n e 0

Crossword
ACROSS
1 Place to get
sober
6 Prekindergartners
10 Repulsive one
14 Walled city in
Spam
15 Uprising
16 Within; Prefix
17 Pirate's pal
18 Start to freeze?
19 Nautilus skipper
20 Committee
head's
timepiece?
23 A C. measure
26 Prior to, to Prior
27 Ones running
through
California
28 Trojan hero
30 Tuckered out
32 Ice-cream
request?

Edited by Will Shortz

34 Part of T.G.I.F.: 62 Start of a
Abbr.
crystal gazer's
statement
37 Barbra s “A Star
Is Born" co-star 63 Library catalog
abbr.
38 One way to the
WWW
i Passes over
39 North African
I Saucy
port
I Turn down
40 Former J.F.K
Dummies
lander
41 Spice wagon?
DOW N
45 Lisa of T h e
Cosby Show"
Rear-end, eg.
46 Gilda of “S .N .L "
Stowe heroine
47 Phoebe orbits it
Bomb’s opposite
50 Champion's
A Baldwin
award
Seasoning from
51 Explosive inits.
the laurel tree
52 Gibberish from
Try to locate
zoo animals?
Sty cry
56 Where a power
O z visitor
play may occur
Get starched?
57 Orbital period
Opposite of "At
58 Radium
ease!"
discoverer
Actor Patrick
ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
Fess up to
Some are
sliding
Q
□
21 Guesstimate
□
phrase
□
22 Porch chair
Q
material
Pigskin carriers
Crocodile__
Dark
Loop transports
M
Patton player
Game you cant
M
play left handed
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Basketball
continued from page 8

double figures.
Peter Rajniak rallied 16 points
and was the lone ('al Baptist player
in double figures.
The Mustangs played sloppy and
were out-hustled in the first half by
a feisty Cal Baptist squad.
It appeared as if the Mustangs
might be upset by the NAIA Div. 1
Lancers with the Mustangs down
by a point going into halftime.The
Mustangs were lethargic and sloppyon ofi'ense.
But the Mustangs came out of
halftime with an increa.sed fervor on
the court, taking advantage of sever
al fast break opportunities while
increasing the tempo of the game.
Cal Poly out-rebounded Cal
Baptist 38-35, led by Stockalper
with nine, and the Mustangs forced
17 Lancer turnovers while com
mitting 13 of their own.
Cal Poly made 43.6 percent of
its floor shots, including seven of 19
from three-point range. Cal Baptist
was just 31.6 percent from the
floor, connecting on only three of
its 12 three-point shots.

KIEL CARREAU MUSlANc; IM II Y

Cal Poly’s Derek Stockalper scored
nine points in last night’s 74-53
win over California Baptist.
Both teams shot well from the
free throw line. Cal Poly 19 of 24
(79.2 percent) and C'al Baptist 14
of 15 (93.3 percent).
Cal Poly ofFicially opens its
2(K)5-06 season on Friday, Nov. 18,
against UC San Diego at 7 p.m. in
Mott Gym.
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Payments Due November 11th, THIS FRIDAY.

Booth on campus this Wed, & Thurs. in UU from 8am-8pm. ^
Limited spots still available.
^
Don't miss your chance to go to Whistler, Canada.
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ñon» by fUndaH J HartiMn

33 Like a white
Bengal tiger
34 Battle line
35 “Nevermore ”
speaker
36 Like neon
39 Moth-eaten
41 Stopper
42 Ticked oft

43 60 s dance
44 Where
Yarmouth is
45 Bailer 's need
47 Temporary
iTX)ney
48 Wake up
49 Copier need
50 Singer Simon

53 Big do
54 Jam es of
"Thief
55 Ring contest
59 Free (of)
60 ‘A m __ believe
...?’
61 Part of a slotcar track

For answers, call 1-900-285-5656. $1 20 a minute; or, with a
credit card, 1-000-814-5554
Annual subscriptions are available tor the best of Sunday
crosswords from the last 50 years 1-088-7-ACROSS
Online subscriptions Today's puzzle and rrxMe than 2,000
past puzzles nytimes com/crosswords ($34 95 a year).
Share tips; nytimes.com/puzzleforum. Crosswords for young
solvers: nytirnes.com/tearning/xwords

SIGN UP ON-LINE @ cpsconline.com

Pub Crawl
- Anything goes but clothes party(500-E people)|
Hot tub party
- Swollen Members Concert
'
600-1- people going
- Transportation included
'
4 days of Lift tickets - Five night stay
- 19 year old drinking age
$550 .sign up online:

y

cpscoi
cpsconline.com

..

CENTRAL PACIFIC SKI CLUB

CLASSIFIED
HELP WANTED

HELP WANTED

HELP WANTED

SHOUT OUTS’

SHOUT OUTS

Student Programmers
CDM Technologies, Inc.
wvw.cdmtech.com
Java experience, CSC 101-103
(or equivalent) required.
CSC 205-206,
XML/XSLT preferred.
15-20 hours per week for at
least one year (full-time
during school breaks).
U.S. Citizenship Required.
Starting Salary:
$8.00 to $16.00 per hour
Submit resume by fax: 541-1221
or email: phyllis@cdmtech.com

IMiavlor IW a p te t training
Receive one-on-one training
in behavior modification-autism
Internship possible after one year
on the job. Late afternoons, some
weekends. 25hrs/wk
Arroyo Grande 904-9300

Travel the world and work
at the same time. Production
farms and horticulture
operations seeking interns
contact AGRIVENTURE today!

Kuyate batman loves
ading Mary Kate

To my adings Lisa, Alexis, Tracy,
and Elizabeth: You are all cool xoxo, You Kuya

Moon Valley Software now
Hiring Data Analysts and
Developers 20-30 hrs $12/hr
Details: www.moonvalley.com
or send your resume to:
hr@moonvalley.com
Got anything to sell? 756-1143

bhwsMlad Ads Wabalto

HOMES FOR SALE
Free list of all houses and
condos for sale in SLO.
Call Nelson Real Estate
546-1990 or email
steve@slohomes.com

To all my Chi Delts. I love you for
being so strong! <3 Megan
Fanny Pack Man. ThAnkS fOr tHe
giFts! I LoveO tHeM =) -TrOgdOR

Ading Juicy, thanks for
food,
hope you had fun on clue night.

LOST AND FOUND

“Truth is immortal"
-Balthasar Hubmaier

Skateboard found in the
cashier's office

Trogdor - 1 loved the fairy outfit.

Lost High School Ring; silver w/
blue stone. (805) 550-414

Jason Santos: Hmm... My Kuyate
is so cool... it makes other drool...
<3 Loonie

Missing anything?
Lost and Found ads are FREE

sp o r t

:
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M ens basketball dom inates seœ nd half in win
SPORTS INFORM ATK>N REPORT

Cal Poly went
Next up
on a 19-2 run
UC San
midway through
Diego
@ Cal
its
exhibition
Poly, 7 p.in.
game against Cal
Mott Cîym
Baptist
on
Tuesday night,
turning a 27-19 deficit into a 38-29
advantage and went on to a 74-53
men’s basketball victory in Mott
Ciym.
The Mustangs trailed 29-28 at
halftime but scored the first 10
points of the second half and pulled
away for their second exhibition
win. ('al Poly beat C'al Maritime
79-36 last week.
Cabe Stephenson and C^haz
Thomas each scored 11 points and
Travis Busch added 10 for Cal Poly.
Derek Stockalper scored nine points
and Dawin Whiten had eight,
almost duplicating the Mustangs’
performance against C'al Maritime
in which five Mustangs scored in
see Basketball, page 7
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Frank StranzI
M 'l>RTS EDITOR

KIEL CARREAU MU.STANi; IM IIY

Cal Poly senior Gabe Stephenson powers toward the basket during last nights win over California Baptist.

N o N CA A tourney bid for womens soccer
M USTANli DAILY STAFF REPO RT

The C'al Poly women’s
soccer team will not be
participating in the 2005
NCAA Women’s Soccer
Championship for the first
time since 1999.
For the last six years
women’s soccer has not only
garnered an invite to the
Big West C'onference tour
nament, but has also
received invitations to the
NC'AA Women’s Soccer
C'hampionship Tournament.
However, this year, a
conference record of 2-4-1
was enough to derail the
Mustangs hopes of a playoff
birth, despite an overall sea
son record of 10-5-4.

A conference record of
2-4-1, was only good
enough for seventh place in
conference.
Despite their poor record
in conference, it was not
until the team received the
bad news while watching
the selection coverage on
ESPNews at J.D. Boones
that their hopes of yet
another playotT birth were
dashed.
U (' Santa Barbara deliv
ered the telling loss to the
Mustangs in the rivalry sea
son finale. The game was
essentially do or die for the
Mustangs. The final blow
came when the Gauchos
scored with just four minutes
remaining in regulation.

no 18

L

KIEL C.ARRF:AU M l’SlANL. DAIIY

It was a disappointing finish for Becky Clarke and the women’s soccer team, who
also missed qualifying for the Big West Conference tournament for the first time.

^0(fomeris gotf fifth at Cal Poly Invitational
Garrett Leight
M USTANi; m i l Y

The Cal Poly women’s golf
team tied for fifth place in the Cal
Poly Invitational with a final a
score of 621 over two days of play.
The Invitational took place on
the par-73, 6,019-yard Cypress
Kidge golf course in Arroyo
Grande.The tournament included
14 teams consisting of 74 golfers.
The Mustangs were coming off
a last place finish in the Kent
Youel Invitational in Oahu,
Hawaii and were looking to
redeem themselves in their home
tournament.
Freshman Hannah Brabb said
the team performed at a higher
level, which led to the better
results.
“We knew being on our home
course would give us an advan
tage,” Brabb said. “This tourna
ment gave us a chance to redeem
ourselves.”

Brabb added that although the
competition
at
the Youel
Invitational was a lot tougher, it
was important to have a solid
showing in this tournament.
The team was tied for fifth
place after the first day of play,
totaling a score of 312. The
Mustangs improved their score by
three strokes on the second day,
however still finished tied for fifth
with Sacramento State.
The UC Davis Aggies walked
away with the tournament victo
ry, finishing with a total score of
594. Aggies freshman Danielle
Cvitanov won the individual title
with scores of 70-73.
There was no looking back for
the Aggies as the team finished 18
strokes ahead of second place
Santa Clara. Northern Arizona
was another six strokes finishing
in third place.
A major bright spot for the
team was sophomore Allison
see Golf, page 7

CAL POLY INVITATIONAL
NAME

SCHOOL

SCORES

PAR

Danielle Cvitanov

UC Davis

70

73

143

-3

Molly Edmunds

Portland

75

72

147

+1

Bryana Gregory

UC Davis

76

72

148

+2

Margaux Sheehan

Sacramento State

73

76

149

+3

Jee Hyiun Park

UC Davis

75

74

149

+3

Megan Stoddart

Santa Clara

77

73

150

+4

Meagan Gutenkauf

N. Colorado

76

74

150

+4

Ali Carter

No. Arizona

75

77

152

+6

Brittany Smith

UC Davis

74

78

152

+6

Sophia Choi

No. Arizona

77

76

153

+7

Kelley Newton

N. Colorado

79

74

153

+7

Jennifer Parkes

Sacramento State

75

154

+8

Kelsey Fischer

UC Davis

79
76

78

154

+8

Corey Utsurogi

Santa Clara

74

80

154

+8

Just 128 more days until March
Madness begins! Heck yes!
There is no sport I love to watch
more than college basketball. Timetested rivalry and tradition com
bined with team-oriented strategy
and an emphasis on fundamentals
makes the college brand of basket
ball the better brand of basketball.
While NBA highlight reels are
fun to watch, the professional game
is too much freelancing for me.
Poor shot selection and the con
cept of five individuals wearing the
same jersey rather than a team of
five, among other reasons, has
tainted the flavor o f what is sup
posed to be the highest level of
basketball.
And, of course, nothing comes
close to the storyline that is March
Madness, the 65-team end of the
season single elimination champi
onship tournament. Fairy tale end
ings, (nnderella stories, upset spe
cials and one month of the best
brand of basketball, that’s what
March Madness is all about.
I still remember watching the
Stanford-Kentucky 1998 Final Four
game. It was one of the most amaz
ing games I’ve ever seen, and put
me into a temporary state of
depression.
Sad .IS It may be, I can remem
ber Stanford’s starting five that
year: Art Lee phiyed the point and
was nails on the free-throw line.
Kris Weems trickled down treys at
shooting guard. Pete Sauer and his
afm-ish curly hair could do it all at
small forward, the tenacious Mark
Madsen banged the boards at
power forward and Tim Young, a
soft but crafty center, loved to set
up at the high post and hit turn
around jumpers.
That Cardinal fell in 86-85 over
time to Kentucky. I think I cried
that day.
Unfortunately I was a bit short
of the 15(K)-plus SAT scores
required for admission to Stanford
(and didn’t get straight-A’s in high
school) so my dreams of being a
member of their infamous “Sixth
man” would never come true.
Instead I’m at Cal Poly, watch
ing games with the scantily filled
bleachers at Mott Gym.
There are times I wish I had
opted for the University ofTexas
(the Longhorns) over Cal Poly. In
case you didn’t know, U ofT has
one of the top athletic programs in
the nation, which includes a peren
nially top 25 ranked men’s basket
ball team.
I could be sitting courtside
watching a top 25 caliber basketball
team.
The only thing Cal Poly men’s
basketball team had in common
with the top 25 last year was the
numbers “2” and “5” — they had
22 losses and five wins.
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